
Run No: 2133 

Date: 18-Aug-2019 

Venue: Bull, Burrough Green 

Hares:  Sox Maniac & Horny 

Scribe: Wrong Keys 

  

 

      At 10.45 Open All Hours and I sat in the car outside the Bull while it absolutely p*ssed for several 
minutes, thus disproving Tomasz Schafernacker's predictions on the telly that morning. The rain had 
eased when Sox in the starting circle gave 43 hashers, including returnees Duncan Disorderly and 
Dances with Wasps, a choice of not one, not two but three trails (walkers', runners' and long distance 
runners'). 

 

We walkers set off in a drizzle through a field of tall maize, then across an enormous cornfield which 
no longer had corn. By the time precipitation ceased after about 20 minutes we had reached a quiet 
lane between an avenue of trees, from which we turned off to the most complicated checkpoint I have 
ever seen, giving a choice of directions/distances. Then over a dry ditch and alongside a cornfield 
(with corn in it) and up to a winding lane on which your scribe encountered a group of five or so deer, 
including a  young fawn, which crossed over gracefully twice just ahead. 

 

At last here was an arrow for a turn onto a footpath leading directly back to Burrough Green. Part way 
along this, while removing my rain jacket as it was by now quite warm, the first runner  (Hold It For Me) 
came through, commenting enthusiastically it had been a lovely trail. (When interviewed later by your 
reporter he cited well-manicured lawns, large attractive properties and the general affluence of the 
surroundings). 

 

Meanwhile we proceeded past groups of very expensive-looking horses and foals living the life of 
Riley in expansive paddocks, to the beer stop, the apparently remote location of which echoed to the 
merry chat of hashers.  In fact it was just a couple of minutes from here to the pub, where as the 
weather had changed we were all able to sit outside. 

 

In the circle young Schafernacker was mocked for his forecast, and down-downs were awarded to: 

Hares Sox Maniac and Horny, “old friends” Duncan Disorderly and Dances with Wasps who – would 
you believe it?- had apparently been stung by a wasp on trail, so got another down-down from Sox, 
Wrong Way for disobeying a fishhook, Hold It For Me for using the world's worst chat-up line (“I've 
brought my own vaseline” to Kermit, Duncan for training for three weeks prior to this trail and  Shit 
Retainer(real name Diper-geddit?) for not explaining to Duncan what a fishhook is. Sox received 
another down-down for complaining about the weather this week despite having “bashed” the previous 
weekend in a howling gale. 

 

A rugby shirt and novelty frog toy were presented to Kermit to mark his 800th run, and finally Computer 
passed on regards to the Cambridge Hash from Sperm Whale and Mashed Potato. 
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